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THE BOOK OF REVOLUTION
Appreciation spins the world of education around......in joy!
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Where there is appreciation there is sunshine.
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Introduction
“Give me some sunshine...” was
the tragic song of the unappreciated student who committed
suicide in the movie “3 Idiots”.
William James, American philosopher & psychologist, says,
“The deepest principle in human
nature is the craving to be appreciated.” We forget the words
of Mother Teresa, “There is more
hunger for love and appreciation
in the world than for bread.”
It is regrettable that a big C has
brought darkness into the world
of education. CRITICISM has
turned our schools into prisons.
Every stakeholder in the world of
education has been struck by this
malaise. The plague of Criticism
can be eradicated by a joyous
epidemic
of
APPRECIATION
& ENCOURAGEMENT. Anatole
France
reminds
us
that,
“Nine tenths of education is
encouragement”.
Mission Sunshine wants to
transform this darkness to light
and make the school as Oscar
Wilde dreamt it to be. Schools
should be the most beautiful
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place in every town and villageso beautiful that the punishment
for undutiful children should be
that they be barred from going to
school the following day. Critics
of Mission Sunshine might expect
the sun to rise in the west...
This book of revolution seeks to
instill the attitude of appreciation
to the stakeholders of the school.
For example, a baby is born
ungrateful. You might carry
a bawling baby for hours to
comfort it but don’t expect the
baby to appreciate the trouble
you have taken. A child has to be
taught to be grateful, sometimes
even forced. It just does not come
naturally. Thus, appreciation has
to be inculcated as one of the life
skills. When an individual begins
to appreciate then we call him or
her educated. Mission Sunshine
strives to remind constantly that
everyone is hungry for praise and
starving for honest appreciation.
Everyone wants a day in the
sun- to get attention and be
appreciated. This Copernican
shift in our attitude will begin a
joyous revolution.....
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UBI CRUX IBI LUX” is the motto of
St. Andrew’s High school which
means “where there is a cross,
there is light”. The cross that the
students carry is heavy but with
the warm light of appreciation, the
burden can be joyously carried.
Mission Sunshine opens the blackstone building of St. Andrew’s
School to appreciation because
where there is appreciation there
is sunshine. Hence the cover page
& back page are done in black
while the inside pages glow with
yellow colour.
Mission Sunshine logo, designed
by Mr. Francis H D’Sa , is in chalk
because appreciation has to be
learnt & imbibed by everyone
who is part of the mission. The

@ sign is adopted as the symbol
of appreciation. It is artistically
designed to shine like the sun.
Every time, a participant comes
across @, he/she is reminded of
Mission Sunshine’s objectives.
The red smile in the word
‘Sunshine’ is the smile that
appreciation generates. We have
also drawn inspiration from a line
in the film, P.S. I love you, “Today,
give a stranger one of your smiles.
It might be the only sunshine he
sees all day.”
Wow! Wonderment is the
willingness to be surprised by
life. It is from wonderment that
appreciation springs. Mission
Sunshine exhorts : the ‘WOW’
magic ...spread it!
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No.

Appreciation
Word		

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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No.

Reason For Appreciation

Appreciation
Word		

Deposited
By Whom

Reason For Appreciation

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
“Among the things you can give and still keep are your word, a smile, and a grateful heart.”
—Zig Ziglar; motivational author, speaker
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I APPRECIATE MY.........CLASSMATES

Classmate’s
Birthday
Good Quality I Appreciate
Name								

Classmate’s
Sign

C R U X IBI

I APPRECIATE MY.........CLASSMATES
Classmate’s
Birthday
Good Quality I Appreciate
Name								

Classmate’s
Sign

“We tend to forget that happiness doesn’t come as a result of getting something we don’t
have, but rather of recognizing and appreciating what we do have.”
—Fredrick Koeing
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I Appreciate....... Supporting Staff

I Appreciate...... My Teachers!

In the movie “Munnabhai MBBS”, the hero brings sunshine into the life of a peon
who is grudgingly mopping the corridor by acknowledging him
& giving him a “jadoo ki jhappi”.
A very heartwarming scene ….where there is appreciation there is sunshine.
Appreciation happens only when we know a person well and make a generous effort to convey it to the person. Thus the formula for appreciation is...

Teachers appreciate being appreciated, for teacher appreciation is their highest award.
- William Prince

APPRECIATION = ACKNOWLEDGEMENT+ PERSONAL ACTION
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT + PERSONAL ACTION
Name Of The 		
Supporting Staff

Birthday

Job

Dear son,
Show your appreciation to your teacher through your positive personal behaviour by
making their jobs easier. Appreciate in action. Let others know how much you appreciate your teachers…especially your parents & me, your Principal, need to know.
Quite often, praise is given privately & complaints are given publicly.
-- Fr. Magi

THANK TANK

How I Appreciated him/her

Dear
Teacher

Tan Q

SURYA NAMASKAR
“To speak gratitude is courteous and pleasant, to enact gratitude is generous and noble, but to
live gratitude is to touch Heaven.”
— Johannes A. Gaertner; art history professor, theologian, poet

Give Me Sunshine

Dear
Teacher

Tan Q

Dear Teacher

Dear Teacher

Tan Q

Tan Q

Dear Teacher
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Tan Q

Dear Teacher

Tan Q
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THANK TANK
On the last working day of the month, the school will
celebrate SUNSHINE DAY. The student is permitted to
wear civil clothes to school..yellow colour is encouraged. Student drops in the TanQ cards in the Thank Tank
before the school assembly begins. The TanQ cards will
be delivered to the teachers by the Student Council.

1.

I Appreciate

2.

I Appreciate

3.

I Appreciate

4.

I Appreciate

5.

I Appreciate
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6. I Appreciate
7.

I Appreciate

8.

I Appreciate

9.

I Appreciate

10. I Appreciate
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11.

I Appreciate

12. I Appreciate
13. I Appreciate
14. I Appreciate
15. I Appreciate
16. I Appreciate
17. I Appreciate
18. I Appreciate
19. I Appreciate
20. I Appreciate
“Count your blessings. Once you realize how valuable you are and how much you have going
for you, the smiles will return, the sun will break out, the music will play, and you will finally
be able to move forward the life that God intended for you with grace, strength, courage, and
confidence.”
— Og Mandino (American Essayist and Psychologist)
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SOLARIUM

Mission Sunshine Multiplex

The school management has purchased from EduMedia India Pvt. Ltd. a School
Cinema package. It is a film-based learning module which aims to influence
young minds to make a better choice for themselves as young adults and at the
same time, instill values and a basic sense of right and wrong.
No

FILM

TOPIC

1

MY DADDY STRONGEST

Being Truthful

2

THE MONSTER

Manners and Language

3

INVASION

Cleanliness and Hygiene

4

DEDH FOOTIYA

Self-esteem and Confidence

5

THE GRAVEYARD

Bullying

6

MILITARY MOM

Understanding Parents

7

I CAN DO IT

Friendship

8

SLOW AND STEADY

Citizenship

9

AIYO PAAJI

National Integration

DATE when viewed
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The dictionary defines “SOLARIUM” as a room enclosed largely with glass
and affording exposure to the sun. The school management has designed a
“SOLARIUM ”- sunshine room for the students to meet their Coun-Solar. Fr.
German Lemos and Fr. Savio De Sales are the Coun-Solars. The role of the CounSolar is to appreciate and encourage the student. The student must be attracted
to the “SOLARIUM” and must go of his own accord to meet his Con-Solar.

Fr. German Lemos
DATE

TIME SPENT
(in minutes)

Fr. Savio De Sales
INTERACTION WITH CON-SOLAR
(in few words)

WHAT I APPRECIATE IN THE FILM

“Dare to reach out your hand into the darkness, to pull another hand into the light.”
— Norman B. Rice; former mayor of Seattle, Washington
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S NShine Club
ACTIVITIES

“Each day offers us the gift of being a special occasion if we can simply learn that as well
as giving, it is blessed to receive with grace and a grateful heart.”
— Sarah Ban Breathnach; writer

Cheer Readers
Senior students under the supervision of
a teacher will visit hospitals, orphanages
& aged homes to bring sunshine into the
lives of the inmates. The CHEER READERS will read from books that spread
cheer and infuse encouragement to the
inmates. They may also enact certain stories & tales for underprivileged children.

EARTH CRUSADERS
Appreciation of nature keeps the students
connected to their environment. These green
knights in shining armour will ensure that
every student makes progress from ECOAWARENESS»»»ECO-SENSITIVITY»»»ECOLITERACY»»»ECO-RESPONSIBILITY.
ECO-AWARENESS- knowledge of environmental issues.
ECO-SENSITIVITY- feeling for environment
ECO-LITERACY- understanding the interconnectedness &interdependence in nature
ECO-RESPONSIBILITY- becoming responsible
eco-citizens.
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GRATI- DUDES!
St. Andrews High
School has been
very blessed with
generous benefactors. Major Leon
Fonseca donated
valuable books
from his personal
collection to the
school library. Mrs. Gail D’souza instituted
two scholarships for the students. Mr. Tony
De Sales gifted the school with mopping
systems. Such generosity has to be acknowledged. Grati- Dudes are students who
will personally visit the homes of the benefactors along with the Principal to thank
them for their generosity. At various school
functions ,Grati-Dudes will look after the
hospitality of the benefactors along with
the Black Cats.
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SUNSHINE BUGLE
Taking a cue from the IPL matches, a
trumpet sound will be played anytime
over the PA system. The students are
encouraged to shout, “Thank you, St.
Andrews!” Educators might frown on
this idea as a nuisance but surely this
idea might inculcate appreciation for the
school. Besides, the students will learn
the “Gratitude Dance” and sunshine
songs. St. Andrews High School will not
be a black stone wall prison anymore but
a sunnier place.

ECO DRIVE
Every week a class is appointed to ensure
that the school campus is not littered
during the recess. The class will also ensure that taps are not left open after the
recess. They will be provided with special
fluorescent yellow vests. The students
will also help out with the recess management programme. Every class will
be provided with a venue to
interact & play in order
to curb bullying &
injuries.

SOLAR PANELS
A yellow board is assigned to every class.
The boards are displayed in the corridors &
are meant to appreciate the different areas
of life. A theme is given by the Principal
& a deadline to put up the appreciation
board. Points will be given & added to the
class scores for the best class of the month.
Birthdays of the classmates are celebrated
through these “solar panels”.
SUN DIALS
This project is created in
order to enable students
to understand the importance of punctuality. From
inputs, class punctuality is
displayed every week. The “sun dial” will be
maintained by the class teacher and monitors. Points are added to the class scores
according to the punctuality & attendance of
the students.
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BADGES OF HONOUR

“Each day offers us the gift of being a special occasion if we can simply learn that as well
as giving, it is blessed to receive with grace and a grateful heart.”
— Sarah Ban Breathnach; writer
Earn 5 Badges of Honour from 5 different teachers and collect a golden triangle from the
Principal.

PARENTS’ APPRECIATION CARDS
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Open days are days when parents and teachers can work together to bring out the best
in their child. Unfortunately Open Days have become only fault finding and fault highlighting days. Open Days will now be referred to as Parent- Teacher Interaction Days.
The interaction begins with the parents giving the teacher their appreciation card as
their visiting card. Where there is appreciation there is sunshine.
date
I appreciate

Sign

Parents’ Appreciation note
to Teachers
date
I appreciate

If a child is to keep alive his inborn sense of wonder, he needs the companionship of at
least one adult who can share it, rediscovering with him the joy, excitement and mystery of
the world we live in.
— Rachel Carson
Sign
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PARENTS APPRECIATION CARDS

If a doctor, lawyer or dentist had 40 people in his office at one time,
all of whom had different needs and some of whom didn’t want to
be there and were causing trouble and the doctor, lawyer or dentist,
without assistance, had to treat them all with professional excellence
for nine months, then he might have some conception of the class
teacher’s job.
— Donald Quinn

Dear Parents,
A child should grow up in an enviornment of positivity and joy. Schools an homes
should become “Zones of Positivity”. Our childlren are however growing in a world
of negativity and hatred. One of the myriad sources of negativity could probably be
the home environment. If a child lives with criticism, he learns to condemn but if
a child lives with praise, he learns to be appreciative.
It is my earnest appeal to you to start “Appreciation Therapy” for your child.
Develop & encourage appreciation. The therapy simply concentrates on the good
and not the bad. Every booster dose (encouragement/ praise/appreciation) that you
administer to your child, the school management in turn will sponsor a meal for an
orphan in Our Lady’s Home, Dadar.
Yours gratefully,
— Fr.Magi

APPRECIATION THERAPY RECORD
DATE

BOOSTER DOSE 				
(Encouragement/ Praise/ Appreciation)

SIGN

When our society looks at us and says our schools are troubled, what they are really saying is that our society is troubled
and by implication they are saying , “Help us, dear teachers.
You are our hope.”
— Linda Holt, 1995 Hawaii Teacher of the Year

A child educated only at school is an uneducated child
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— George Santayana
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ABC’s For Parents

A- Ask your child about the school day.
B- Begin your child’s day with a nourishing breakfast.

MY SUNSHINE ACCOUNT
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In every student’s sunshine account 500 Andrupees are deposited by the school.
If the student misbehaves or damages school property or reputation, then the student has to write a cheque for the amount prescribed by the Principal. At the end
of the Academic year, the Andrupees left in the student’s account are converted to
games coupons that can be used at the Androtsav.

C- Congratulate you child for doing well.
D- Discuss homework with your child.
E- Encourage your child to read.
F- Find a quiet place for your child to study.
G- Give your child responsibility.
H- Hug your child to build self worth.
I- Include your child in making simple family decisions.
J- Join a library with your child.
K- Keep your child on a schedule that includes exercise and sleep.
L- Limit TV viewing by selecting programs with your child.
M- Make the time you spend with your child special.
N- Notice and discuss changes in your child’s behaviour.
O- Offer to help your child organize school papers.
P- Provide your child with good role models.
Q- Question the activities your child shares with friends.
R- Respect your child’s right to have opinions different than yours.
S- Share an interest or a hobby with your child.
T- Take time to listen to your child.
U- Understand, take time to understand what your child tells you.
V- Visit places of interest with your child.
W- Work with your child to set up rules for behaviour.
X- Xerox and save records or articles that benefit your child.
Y- Yield results by encouraging your child to do better.
Z- ZOOM through these ABCs again and again
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DATE

GRATITUDATION DAY

AN ARAB PROVERB
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SSC FAREWELL is meant to wish the students “all the best” as they journey through
life. It is a very emotional moment. However, it has been noticed that the students
take great pride in damaging school property or making a nuisance of themselves. It
is like prisoners that have been set free & have gone on a rampage.
GRATITUDATION DAY is an antidote to FAREWELLS. Every SSC student will be given
Rs. 100 by the school management. The student has to use the money wisely to
appreciate all those who have helped him grow in understanding & maturity. An account of the money spent & people appreciated has to be given below. If the school
panel is happy with the account , the student along with his parents are invited for
the

S NSHINE

The
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A golden triangle is awarded by the Principal to students showing exemplary behavior,
outstanding achievement in curricular or co-curricular activities, full attendance in a
term, punctuality, honesty, remarkable progress, best class of the month. 6 golden triangles win a SUN SIGN. Three SUN SIGNS makes the student eligible for THE PRINCIPAL’S
GOLD MEDAL. Every SUN SIGN means privileges & perks for the students as announced by
the Principal.
DATE

SUN SPOTS

SUN SIGNS
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SUN SPOTS may be given by the Principal for any serious or habitual breach of discipline,
unruly behavior, serious disrespect to teachers, truancy, lack of application, willful breach
of regulation, using unfair means in exams or tests, fees not paid before terminal exams,
bullying, causing serious injury to other students, 5 late remarks, absent on days of compulsory attendance, bringing mobiles, handbook not brought to school.
Every SUNSPOT takes away 2 GOLDEN TRIANGLES that the student has earned. 3 SUN
SPOTS render the student liable to being awarded a SUN FLARE. 3 SUN FLARES gives the
student a SOLAR ECLIPSE which means the student is advised to leave the school. As the
Arab proverb says, “ Sunshine all the time makes a desert.”

CLASS TCHR’S SIGN PRINCIPAL’S SIGN
DATE
Offence
		

CLASS TCHR’S
SIGN

PRINCIPAL’S
SIGN

Parent’s
SIGN

PRINCIPAL’S GOLD MEDAL
SOLAR ECLIPSE- ADVISED TO LEAVE THE SCHOOL
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We are so often caught up in our destination that we forget to appreciate the
journey, especially the goodness of the people we meet on the way. Appreciation
is a wonderful feeling, don’t overlook it. At times our own light goes out and is
rekindled by a spark from another person. Each of us has cause to think with deep
gratitude of those who have lighted the flame within us. Flatter me, and I may not
believe you. Criticize me, and I may not like you. Ignore me, and I may not forgive
you. Encourage me, and I may not forget you. Appreciation can make a day, even
change a life. Your willingness to put it into words is all that is necessary. Appreciation is helping another to embark on life’s next exciting adventure.
								
-Fr. Savio De Sales, Mission Sunshine Coun-Solar

Sun pillar
(A phenomenon where sunlight reflects off of distant falling ice crystals. Often, pillars of
light seem to form between the sky and the earth.)

Appreciation is a language
of the soul. It borrows its vocabulary from the heart and its
grammar from the intellect to
create the magic that connects
two souls. It is an expression
born out of love for humanity.

Mission Sunshine is a tribute to the
Mission Sisters of Ajmer…the Sunshine Sisters. Mission Sunshine has
evolved from the teachers workshops
that I had conducted in their schools
in Borivili, Meerut & Jodhpur.
My deepest thanks to Dr. Geeta Shetty for inculcating in me, during my
B.Ed training in SXIE, the importance
of appreciation…the WOW magic!
I am gratefully indebted to the X
–Andrean Association for sponsoring
Mission Sunshine.
Mr. Francis D’sa deserves applause
for making this “book of revolution”
come alive. Take a bow, Mr. Francis!
God bless!
			
— Fr. Magi
THE WIZARD OF ANDR-OZ
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What oxygen is to Life, appreciation is to
the hopeless. It is like a shot in the arm to
a dying man, an elixir that bears a promise
of a new life. It infuses courage and confidence and imparts a new positivity that
says ‘You Can ‘. It paves path for success.
					
-Sr. Gail, Principal,
Sophia Girls’ School, Meerut.

I wish to thank Cardinal Oswald
Gracias for being a pillar of support &
encouragement.
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- Dr.Geeta Shetty
Associate Professor,
St. Xavier’s Institute of Education

I spoke a word of praise today,
one I had no need to say.
I spoke a word of praise to one
commending some small services done,
and in return, to my surprise,
I reaped rewards of mountain size;
for such a look of pleasure shone
upon his face- I’ll never own.
A gift more beautiful to see
than that swift smile he gave to me.
I spoke one little word of praise
and sunshine fell on both our ways.

A boy had scored 60% marks in his final exams. He expected his father to scold
him about the remaining 40% marks. When he showed his report card, his father
instead said “Marvelous!” The boy’s face shone and with a big smile said, “Dad,
next time my score will be close to 100%. I am going to work hard, I promise.” That
is the magic of appreciation. Spread it!
-Fr. German Lemos, Mission Sunshine Coun-Solar

— Helen Lowrie Marshall
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